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Ac ve fault and geodynamic data are progressively gaining weight as input data for seismic hazard analyses (SHA) and are becoming a 
valid alterna ve to the more classical seismological approaches widely in prac ce throughout the past decades. Much of the progress is 
due to a be er knowledge of ac ve faults and regional geodynamic condi ons, as well as to the be er availability of different type of 
geophysical and geode c data. A lot of the credit goes also to several na onal and interna onal projects (e.g. GSHAP, SHARE, EMME, 
UCERF3, MPS) aimed at bringing the seismic hazard community together with sharing good prac ces and discussing on open issues 
allowing the new methodologies to find their applica on through ongoing research ac vi es. With the recogni on of the importance 
on including physical based data to SHA, comes also the responsibility and the need to provide realis c models of seismogenic faults, 
GPS dataset and the needed methodology to pass all the requirements of the SHA input model. When such condi ons are guaranteed, 
the ending results are hazard models which bring the hazard from more generic areas and regions around the loca on of past earth-
quakes along faults, thus should more realis cally depict zones with higher expected hazard levels instead of distribu ng it all across a 
region. Another obvious consequence is also the higher hazard levels for seismogenic faults that during the seismic catalogue observa-

on period have not hosted an earthquake.
 
With all this in mind, the Workshop will take us from trea ng the"raw" geologic field data pass the models of ac ve faults, models of 
seismogenic faults to addressing the off-fault deforma on, considering the GPS data for realis c geodynamic models up to touching the 
issue of parameter uncertain es and tes ng the sensi vity of each parameter on the resul ng seismic hazard model. An open discussion 
on each of the themes is welcome and the Master and PhD students are encouraged to prepare their own examples, ques ons and ideas 
to debate over during the workshop.

WHEN: 
Saturday Oct 21
from 9 AM to 5 PM

WHERE: 
University of Ljubljana, Faculty 
of Natural Sciences and Engi-
neering, Dept. of Geology, 
Privoz 11, Ljubljana

WHO:
Workshop is primarily intended 
for Master- and PhD-level 
students in Geoscience, but 
advanced undergratuates and 
students from related fields 
(Geodesy, Civil Engineering,...) 
may also benefit.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE:
Please send your applica on 
to: hazard geo.n .uni-lj.si
Registra on is required to 
par cipate in the workshop.
Par cipa on for students 
is free of cost. 


